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Abstract — Data networks worldwide are faced with the dilemma of huge amounts of data transfers. With such large amounts being 
exchanged over such networks, it becomes necessary to devise strategies for management of such voluminous transmissions. Quality of 
service defines sets of rules which monitor and prioritize data thereby ensuring that packet/data handling and arrival sequence is done 
based on priority. This paper serves to present an investigative review into the various current architectures used to deploy quality of 
service approaches in IP networks, as well as the various congestion management techniques used to realize management of data 
congestion in such networks. 

Index Terms —Congestion Management, DiffServ, IntServ, IP Networks, MPLS, Quality of Service 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
he emergence of converged and heterogeneous networks, 
unified communications, and the ongoing internet of 
things have resulted in more diverse data being sent over 

public and private IP networks. Moreover, the standard for 
data delivery was the best effort delivery system, where data 
packets are transmitted on a “First-in First-out” basis, with no 
guarantee of successful delivery. However, this technique 
usually proves to be inadequate and presents competency is-
sues, especially where real-time traffic are involved. This is 
because different applications demand different network ser-
vices, which may in turn, make them tolerate some level or 
types of network impairment, whereas other applications may 
not (e.g. some application may tolerate delays in data trans-
mission while others may not). Hence, there is a need for a 
mechanism that can manage data transmission as per applica-
tion or design requirements. 
Quality of Service (QoS) defines a set of approaches which is  
aimed at providing  guarantees on  the  ability  of  a  network  
to  deliver  predictable  results  of delay , bandwidth,  packet 
loss and jitter [8]. Generally speaking, it is the ability of a net-
work element (e.g. an application, a host or a router) to pro-
vide some level of assurance for consistent network data de-
livery, while managing traffic congestion and measuring ser-
vice availability and transmission. Given that networks today 
are ubiquitous and pervasive, and susceptible to undifferenti-
ated and unpredictable service responses [5], a mechanism 
such as QoS is required to specify guaranteed network data 
performance level, and ensure that data traverse the network 
satisfactorily. Providing flexible end-to-end QoS implies the 
ability to manage delay and available bandwidth to individual 

data flow [2]. In the following sections of this paper, we will 
examine the existing QoS Architectures, after which the vari-
ous congestion management techniques deployed in QoS will 
then be considered. The last section of the chapter then con-
cludes the paper, pointing out areas which may require addi-
tional study. 

2 QOS ARCHITECTURES  
As previously stated, the global nature of applying data net-
works could result in vulnerable and unacceptable service 
responses. Given that networks traditionally deliver traffic 
using best-effort delivery, QoS strategies need to be devised to 
ensure seamless co-operation and interactivity of data and 
multimedia traffic. As a result, the Internet Engineering Task 
Force has standardized three QoS model frameworks for de-
signing QoS strategies; the Integrated Services model (IntServ) 
and Differential Services model (DiffServ), and Multiprotocol 
Label Switching (MPLS) [2], [4]. 
 
2.1 The Integrated Services (IntServ) Model  
The IntServ approach attempts to deliver end-to-end QoS 
guarantees by establishing an end-to-end connection for each 
flow and maintaining the state of all connections. It was intro-
duced in IP networks to provide guaranteed and controlled 
services in addition to the existing best effort service [14]. It is 
based explicitly on signalling and management/reservation of 
network resources for applications requesting for it. It was the 
first model proposed by the IETF as a solution to two funda-
mental challenges: 

− Most real-time applications do not function optimally 
across the Internet due to existence variable queuing de-
lays and losses due to congestion, and  

− Operators usually lack the capacity to control the band-
width distribution on specific links when different traffic 
classes exist [4]. 

In the IntServ framework, end-to-end QoS guarantee is 
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achieved using per flow based, hop-by-hop signalling. This is 
possible through the use of Resource Reservation Protocol 
(RSVP). RSVP is a transport layer protocol occupying the 
fourth layer of the OSI model. It is designed to work with ex-
isting and future routing protocols, and consults existing rout-
ing tables to obtain accessible routes in data networks. RSVP 
reserves bandwidth at routers along the data flow path. When 
data arrive at the ingress edge router (IER) with a QoS necessi-
ty, the IER initiates the required path establishment process by 
sending a PATH message to the destined egress edge router 
(EER). The EER then returns an RESV message back to the IER 
and tries to reserve the required bandwidth so to meet the 
requested QoS along the traffic path to the source IER. Routers 
along this path adjust their traffic control mechanisms such 
that each admitted flow is guaranteed to receive the reserved 
bandwidth, thus accomplishing the requested QoS.  
IntServ provides guaranteed QoS, delivering end-to-end re-
source and pre-request policy admission control. This ensures 
maintenance of necessary QoS requirements to the applica-
tions as long as the data packets are within the specified traffic 
parameters [8]. However, IntServ nodes have to maintain, 
save and update all flow-states, including router implementa-
tion of RSVP, packet classification, scheduling, policing and 
queuing, especially when a network is large [2], [8]. Moreover, 
per-flow QoS is difficult to realize in an end-to-end network 
without significant increases in complexity and cost. This need 
for flow tracking and maintenance presents IntServ with 
scalability challenges, and also leads to increased, overhead 
with increased flow as each flow requires continuous signal-
ling [2]. 

2.2 The Differentiated Services (DiffServ) Model 
For The DiffServ QoS framework employs categorization and 
prioritization network traffic (flow) into aggregates. It was 
proposed to deliver scalable and manageable, packet differen-
tiation capability and services for IP networks [14]. In this 
model, individual data flows are aggregated into traffic classes 
at the various edge routers and core routers proceed to for-
ward received data packets to the next hop according to the 
Per-Hop Behaviour (PHB) associated with the traffic class. The 
IETF has introduced 3 main categories of PHB classes namely; 
Default Forwading: This PHB is used to map the already exist-
ing best-effort forwarding behaviour used in the Internet, to 
the DiffServ model. It ensures backward compatibility with 
the non-DiffServ supporting nodes. This is achieved by setting 
the DSCP value of the DiffServ field (DS field) in the IP head-
ers of data packets to “000000”. 
Assured Forwarding: This PHB class is defined for traffic not 
deemed extremely critical, but cannot be simply discarded. It 
is further divided into 12 sub-classes, with each class com-
posed of 3 PHB’s arranged to represent different levels of drop 
precedence. Packets with higher category and DP value are 
given greater priority. According to [4], there are 3 traits that 
affect the level of forwarding assurance given to an IP packet. 
These aspects are:  

− The “quantity” of resources allocated to the AF class of 
the packet;  

− The current load of the class; and 

− The drop precedence of the packet in the case that the 
class is congested. 

 
 

Table 1 – Table showing the various DiffServ AF Classes 
Drop  
Precedence (DP) 

Low DP Medium DP High DP 

Class #1 AF11 (001010) AF12 (001100) AF13 (001110) 
Class #2 AF21 (010010) AF22 (010100) AF23 (010110) 
Class #3 AF31 (011010) AF32 (011100) AF33 (011110) 
Class #4 AF41 (100010) AF42 (100100) AF43 (100110) 

Expedited Forwarding: this PHB service model offers low de-
lays, low losses, low jitters, assured bandwidth, and end-to-
end services through DiffServ domains. It corresponds to a 
decimal value of 46, which involves setting the DSCP value of 
the DS field to “101110”. 

Figure 1: IP Header showing DS field and DSCP bit values  
 
DiffServ promotes scalability by aggregating individual flows 
in to a smaller number of traffic classes and providing differ-
ing treatments for different traffic classes. Here, traffic classifi-
cation according to designed PHB’s can be done at either the 
second or third layers of the OSI model. However, layer 3 clas-
sification finds greater application as layer 2 traffic markings 
cannot be preserved end-to-end [1]. In DiffServ, flows are 
grouped into a small number of classes at network bounda-
ries, and the routers within the network merely implement a 
set of scheduling processes based on these classes. This per 
class tactic streamlines the router’s functionalities and reduces 
the flow states that routers have to retain. Layer 3 classifica-
tion involves border routers classifying incoming packets ac-
cording to the class-based specified criteria, and establishing 
IP precedence (IPP) to different packet classes [8]. The packets 
are then assigned to specific traffic classes using the Differen-
tiated Service Code Point (DSCP). DSCP is a 6-bit IP-header 
marking, which classifies/aggregates packets, defining priori-
ty levels and service types on a PHB at each network node 
along the path. Traffic with similar DSCP belonging to same 
PHB are grouped together as Behaviour Aggregates (BAs), 
and the network then executes the scheduled strategies de-
signed for each BA. 
Overall network scalability is improved by providing services 
on a per-class basis instead of a per-flow basis, which also re-
moves the per-flow QoS signalling overhead, and the core 
routers not retaining flow states as opposed to IntServ frame-
work, thus making DiffServ more scalable. However DiffServ 
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does not provide end-to-end QoS guarantees to individual 
flows, in addition to its inability to exercise admission control 
at the network edge. When overload conditions occur in a giv-
en service class, all flows in that class suffer potentially harsh 
service degradation regardless of the QoS requirements of the 
class. However, its incapacity to provide guaranteed end-to-
end to individual flows like IntServ could be overcome 
through a combined application of Committed Access Rate 
(CAR) technology, which involves packet classification ac-
cording to IP Precedence, and Queuing technology for queu-
ing control and congestion management [8]. 

2.3 The Mulit-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) Model  
Traditionally, routers’ packet-forwarding decisions are done 
through routing information look up based on the destination 
IP address in each packet. Routers along the data path analyse 
and forward IP packets along a routed path from one router to 
the next they reach their destination. The choice of the next 
hop for each packet is as a result of running a biggest prefix 
match search routing algorithm involving IP header analysis, 
and then an additional forwarding algorithm in the network 
layer. However, because routers can occasionally prove to 
become QoS bottlenecks, this technique of data delivery can be 
sometimes complex and insufficient to support some network 
demands, even when IP Precedence and DiffServ schemes are 
employed [7]. 
MPLS was initially introduced as a way of creating Virtual 
Private Networks (VPNs) over a common IP backbone, but 
was then later standardized as a mechanism for improving the 
forwarding speed of routers [4]. It circumvents the need for 
header-lookup thereby eliminating complexities arising from 
that necessity, operating at a “sub layer” between layers 2 and 
3 of the OSI model and bringing transmission speeds in layer 2 
up to that of layer 3 [7]. The idea of MPLS was to assign short, 
fixed-length identifiers called routing labels, to packets to 
simplify and increase forwarding process while implementing 
hop-by-hop routing. Labels are used as a type of index in a 
table specifying next hop directions, with all the path forward-
ing decisions based on the associated label. They are assigned 
based on parameters like priority and destination, and at-
tached to packets at border routers. With this switching meth-
od, routers forward based on label contents rather than desti-
nation IP address lookup, and this feature makes MPLS per-
form as some sort of QoS structure. 
MPLS brings a number of other benefits to IP-based networks 
including RSVP-like guaranteed QoS; nevertheless, though 
few MPLS networks are actually functioning today because 
the specifications are still slightly in flux. However, [4] state 
that MPLS does not necessary introduce a new QoS frame-
work. This is backed by [9] who advocated the importance of 
implementing additional QoS support to preserve desired ser-
vice quality. A standard presented by IETF in an effort to real-
ize such strategy is the DiffServ-Aware-MPLS with traffic en-
gineering (MPLS-TE) which combines IntServ and DiffServ 
features to differentiate traffic and create service models real-
ising the possibility of a more manageable QoS delivery [4]. 
TE    enables efficient network traffic management while con-
sidering link availability. IntServ is applied at network edges 
where scalability is not considered foremost priority, while 

DiffServ is applied in the network core where large flows exist 
and scalability is a primary goal. Admission control of indi-
vidual flows and service mapping from IntServ service type to 
DiffServ traffic class are the responsibility of edge routers. 
Network core routers recognize traffic classes and not indi-
vidual flows, and also may or may not be RSVP aware. Alt-
hough MPLS-TE could achieve better QoS enhancement and 
optimization, it could also add unnecessary complexities to 
existing QoS composition [4]. 

3 CONGESTION MANAGEMENT 
QoS is a network mechanism that manages data transfer del-
uges in networks. With the extensive implementation of het-
erogeneous networks and unified communications, there al-
ways is the possibility of experiencing data speed-mismatch 
and aggregations at network edges, which inadvertently re-
sults in traffic congestion. Congestion can cause jitters and 
increase overall network latency in data networks.  
QoS facilitates control of data transmission quality in net-
works, while enhancing data traffic flows travelling through 
many different network technologies [6]. It introducing queu-
ing mechanisms which creates a means of managing traffic 
congestion and controlling packet transmission and drop. Ac-
cording to [3] and [6], QoS queuing techniques can be com-
monly categorized into the following; 

 First-In-First-Out (FIFO) 
 Priority Queuing (PQ) 
 Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) 
 Class-Based Weighted Fair Queuing (CBWFQ), and 
 Low Latency Queuing (LLQ) 

3.1 First In First Out (FIFO) 
FIFO defines the most basic behaviour of a network to handle 
traffic queues on a first come first served basis. In other words, 
what comes in first is handled first, with the next queue wait-
ing until the first is finished. This is the default queuing tech-
nique in most interfaces, and is usually implemented when no 
particular queuing technique is specified. Under this tech-
nique, all  packets  are  treated equally  by  placing  them  into  
a  single  queue,  then  servicing them in the same order they 

were placed in the queue.  

Figure 2: Graphical illustration for FIFO technique 

The packets are given equal priority and attended to in order 
of arrival. However, due to absence of drop and scheduling 
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mechanisms, it can be susceptible to jitter and bandwidth con-
sumption by high-capacity applications [12]. Router vendors, 
in a bid to manage queuing, occasionally implement two 
queues on an output port when queue scheduling strategies 
are absent – a high-priority queue dedicated to managing traf-
fic network control, and FIFO technique that handles all other 
types of traffic. 

3.2 Priority Queuing (PQ) 
PQ is a simple variation of FIFO queuing. This technique in-
volves marking packets with priority tags so that routers can 
implement multiple FIFO on each marked packet. Four priori-
ty-queue hierarchies namely; high, medium, normal and low 
are defined, and each packet is assigned to a particular hierar-
chy depending on the priority value assigned to it [12]. Each 
hierarchy is then treated as FIFO from the highest hierarchy to 

the lowest, with each hierarchy serviced when the packets 
belonging to the hierarchy with higher priority are empty. 
Packets are then forwarded until either packets within the 
current hierarchy are exhausted or packets arrive at a higher 
hierarchy. 

Figure 3: Graphical illustration for PQ technique 

PQ is the basis of queue scheduling techniques which pro-
vides a simple support for DiffServ classes [6]. This technique 
however, could result in the “starvation” of service or non-
transmission of lower-hierarchy packets if the higher-
hierarchy receives steady packet streams.  

3.3 Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) 
WFQ is a flow-based queuing algorithm introduced to over-
come delay and jitter issues with FIFO, and starvation issues 
with PQ [1]. The idea behind this method is to maintain dis-
tinct queues for each traffic flow handles processed by the 

router. It  

Figure 4: Graphical illustration for WFQ technique 

allocates bandwidth fairly to network traffic, using various 
classification-bases as weights to determine the amount of 
bandwidth for various traffic-flows. The flows are assigned to 
a FIFO queue using a WFQ scheduler, which assigns finish-
times to packets. Packets with smaller finish-times are then 
transmitted first. After each packet is classified and slotted 
into its necessary queue, the scheduler then estimates and as-
signs a finish time for the packet. As each queue is examined 
by the WFQ scheduler, the packet with the smallest (earliest) 
finish time is chosen as the next packet for transmission 
through the output port. 
WFQ is simple to configure, and guarantees throughput with 
the absence of flow-starvation as can be experienced in PQ. 
However, there is a possibility of assigning multiple traffic-
flows to one queue, and no fixed traffic-flow guarantee.  
 
 

3.4 Class Based Weighted Fair Queuing Queuing 
(CBWFQ) 
CBWFQ is a topical scheduling mechanism intended for han-
dling congestions while providing greater flexibility. Here, 
distinct traffic classes are defined by the network administra-

tor using selected criteria, and specific minimal bandwidths 
assigned to each defined class. Packets matching each defined 
class form traffic for the class, and CBWFQ then guarantees 
bandwidth to the traffic classes, extending WFQ from individ-
ual traffic-flows to user-defined classes [3]. Depending on the 
criteria defined by the network administrator, each traffic class 
is put in a reserved queue and allocated a user-defined guar-
anteed bandwidth. However, unlike priority queuing, if more 
bandwidth is available, it makes use of it to push the queue 
out.  

Figure 5: Simple illustration for CBWFQ technique 

CBWFQ, through permitting the establishment of user-defined 
traffic classes, offers efficient bandwidth management, maxim-
izes priority traffic transport and queue management thereby 
eliminating the challenges encountered with WFQ. It finds 
applications in situations where there is need to provide suita-
ble bandwidth for specific applications. However, its queuing 
method is not suitable for real-time applications since they 
have no priority-queuing mechanisms [12]. 

3.5 Low Latency Queuing (LLQ) 
LLQ combines the attributes of PQ and WFQ/CBWFQ, intro-
ducing high-priority queuing together the traffic classification 
property of WFQ/CBWFQ. Here, traffic classified as strict-
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priority traffic class is allocated guaranteed bandwidth. It al-
lows high-priority traffic receive priority treatment while re-
sidual bandwidth is shared across other traffic types using 
WFQ/CBWFQ. LLQ attempts to guarantee minimal delay of 
real-time traffic, and is currently recommended for networks 
running VoIP and multimedia applications. There is usually 
one Priority Queue and a couple of Weighted Fair Queues, 
and real-time traffic is queued to the priority queue while all 
other traffic is allocated to the WFQ/CBWFQ priority queues. 
In this way, it minimizes delays and jitters in transmission of 
real-time traffic. The priority queue is processed ahead of oth-
er queues, thereby allowing real-time data to be sent across the 
network to the receiving end as quickly as possible.  
The LLQ scheduler constantly examines the network for high 
priority packets in priority queues, and ensures early pro-
cessing and departure of such data packets. However, if LLQ 
packets are absent, the network then applies normal schedul-
ing logic to the remaining queues. If two flows area assigned 
similar priority levels, they will be processed according to 
WFQ/CBWFQ policy. Furthermore, if the priority traffic ex-
ceeds its allocated bandwidth, it is policed and dropped. In 
other words, as long as the priority packets class do not exceed 
the set bandwidth limit, it gets LLQ-processed with marginal 
delay. This prevents starvation of lower-priority traffic. 

4 CONCLSION 
This paper was aimed at reviewing currently existing QoS 
strategies and models which have been standardized, and are 
being deployed in networks to manage data transmission. 
With data management and network administration a core 
priority for many enterprise networks, additional models and 
techniques are currently being researched. There are also at-
tempts to combine to combine two models in an attempt to 
take advantage of the benefits of each model. This has given 
rise to architectures such as MPLS-TE and DiffServ-MPLS 
mapping. In this paper has however, we have limited its re-
view to the existing standards proposed by the IETF for de-
signing QoS architectures, and devising approaches to control 
data congestion.  
It is also be worthy to mention that achieving complete QoS 
management in networks may not be effectively realized in 
some situations without the consideration of adding appropri-
ate congestion avoidance techniques such as Random Early 
Detection (RED) and Weighted RED (Peculea et. al). By de-
fault, networks apply tail drop approach, dropping packets 
arriving latest when queues are full. Congestion management 
techniques defines circumstances for which packets can be 
dropped, and the order of priority for dropping them, thereby 
ensuring that more precedence is assigned to priority packets 
in the event of a filled up queue.  
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